
Java Developer
Krakow

For our international client we are hiring:
       
 Job Title: Java Developer
Location: Kraków 

Job Description

As a Java Developer, you are an expert at contributing to different phases of the consulting lifecycle. You
will be intensely involved in; you will define the problem, propose and refine the solution.  You will also
play an important role in the development, configuration and deployment of the overall solution.  You
will guide teams on project processes, deliverables and contribute to the proposal development, client
training and internal capability-building and help detail the project scope. You will have the opportunity
to shape value-adding consulting solutions that enable our clients to meet the changing needs of the
global landscape.
 
Required

1. Ability to use Spring Boot, Spring Cloud Netflix, Spring Hibernate/Spring Data for creating Java
based microservices
Hands on developing using messaging components -Eg: Kafka Consumer/Producer development

2. Experience working with JSON/REST
3. Ability to create OpenAPI specification and use it for top-down and bottom-up generation of

code/specification
Working knowledge of Jenkins, Maven/Gradle and Git

4. Good knowledge of Microservice Patterns (circuit breaker, service discovery, service
registration, api gateway), 12 factor apps

5. Working knowledge of Jenkins, Maven/Gradle and Git
6. Ability to comprehend user stories/acceptance criteria written using Gherkins format
7. Leverage Cucumber/Rest Assured/Serenity to create BDD test cases and report feature coverage
8. Ability to generate unit test code coverage and fix bugs/critical/major defects generated

through Sonar Reports

 
Personal

Besides the professional qualifications of the candidates we place great importance in addition to
various forms personality profile. These include:
- High analytical skills
- A high degree of initiative and flexibility
- High customer orientation
- High quality awareness
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills 

Why Infosys

Infosys is a global leader in next-generation digital services and consulting. We enable clients in 45
countries to navigate their digital transformation.  We empower the business with agile digital at scale
to deliver unprecedented levels of performance and customer delight. 


